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 – Run “WinInet”, and download and install “ – Run “Program Files\ldapt\ldapt.exe” and run the install. Inject the Google API information, and enjoy. Using a VPN Another way to use the China Outlet is to use a VPN. You can either use a free VPN or purchase a paid one. I have used the “Zenmate VPN” and “unlimited VPN” for some time. Both of them are very popular, and the Zenmate service is
free. I have had good experiences with them, and I’m not trying to create a false dichotomy between the two VPNs. It’s more just one of the ways that you can use the outlet. Here is an article describing some of the issues with using a VPN in China. I’m not endorsing either of the VPNs, and I’m not affiliated with them in any way. I simply mention them because they work for some people. I have had
great luck with the VPNs, and you will probably too. If you use a VPN, it is always a good idea to test it before you go to China, as not all of them are as reliable as you would expect. I have not used either of the above-mentioned VPNs in China, so I can’t say how well they will work. But using a VPN (or proxy) is another method of outwitting the Great Firewall of China. Checking in with friends and
family There are a few companies that will track your location and let you send messages to your friends and family. The most popular of these is the company, “Mingo”. They use your mobile phone to send messages. They have three different plans, all of which are pretty expensive: – LITE (free): sends 2 messages every day to 20 people. This is perfect for friends and family. – CONNECT (9.99):

sends 2 messages per day to 20 people. This is perfect for business contacts. – SUBSCRIBE (14.99): sends 2 messages per day to 20 people. This is a premium service that is perfect for extended family and friends. You need a valid Chinese SIM card and 82157476af
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